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Judge rejects request
Abrams’ bail reduced in child annoyance case
By Mindy Leigh Griser
Stall Writer

lit Jar) Pi au I. Spat 1,10 niith
Eric Abrams, former interim sports director for the San Jose State
University baseball team, is led into Santa Clara County Municipal
Court by a bailiff on Friday morning.

Sharks
leave
Dallas
seeing
’Stars’

A San Jose judge turned down
a plea Friday by the mother of
State
Jose
San
former
Eric
employee
University
Abrams to release him into the
custody of his parents.
But Municipal Judge Jean
High Wetenkamp reduced his $1
million bail, which had been set
Wednesday, to $500,000.
Abrams, who was arrested on
suspicion of sexually related
crimes with young boys, was an
interim sports director for
SJSU’s baseball team from
February 1996 to May 1996.
According to Abrams’ attorney, Phil Pennypacker, Abrams is
not able to post the bail and will
remain in the custody of the
Santa Clara County Jail.
Abrams turned himself in
Wednesday.

66
He will use all types of different scams
to try to get near young boys and try to
trick them or force them into becoming
naked in front of him.
Cameron Bowman
Deputy District Attorney

Police had sought his arrest in
connection with the impersonation of a police officer and the
ordering of a 13-year-old boy to
get into his car and remove his
clothing.
Handcuffed and dressed in
brown county-issued clothing.
Abrams, 24, kept his head low-

ered and looked distraught thoroughout the hearing.
Abrams’ mother, Lauren
Abrams, asked the judge to
release her son to a clinic in
Torrance in Southern California.
She said he could get treatment for what she and
Pennypacker claim to be an

obsessive-compulsive disorder.
"We have the same goals as
the court," Lauren Abrams said.
"We are hoping to get Eric out
and to get him proper treatment.
My husband and I take full
responsibility for him."
Abrams pleaded no contest in
1996 to seven counts of phone
harassment when he tried to
solicit nude photos from male
high school athletes.
He received three years’ probation, 100 hours of volunteer
service and a $200 fine.
"That first arrest should have
been a wake-up call," Wetenkamp
said.
Abrams faces new charges of
attempted false imprisonment in
which he took an airplane flight
from San Jose to San Diego.
During the December flight
he met a 15-year-old boy, got the
boy’s phone number and called
See Abrams, page 8

’Hit-run’ actually fatal stabbing

By Asa Bexell
Staff Writer
Whatever San Jose Sharks
head coach Darryl Sutter told
his team after its 5-2 loss to the
Dallas Stars, it sure worked.
The Sharks returned to the
San Jose Arena Sunday for their
first home game of the playoffs,
beating the Stars 4-1 in front of
a sellout crowd of 17,483 cheering fans.
"We took the initiative today,"
Sharks goalie Mike Vernon said.
"We drove to the net."
Sharks defenseman Bryan
Marchment, who has taken a lot
of heat from Dallas media for a
hit that injured Stars center Joe
Nieuwendyk in the first of the
best-of-seven game series, was
satisfied with his team’s performance.
"I think we were successful
because we kept our feet moving," Marchment said. "In the
first two games I don’t think we
were skating."
San Jose lost the first two
games in Dallas due in part to
too many unnecessary penalties.
In Sunday’s game the tables
See Sharks, page 5

Runt,’ huh’s( h Son tinDath
A man orginally believed to be the victim of a hit-and-run accident on Friday
evening at the corner of West Taylor Street and The Alameda was later determined
to be the victim of a stab wound, according to a San Jose Police news release.
Police officers, working traffic control nearby, observed a vehicle run a red light.

The driver, Florence Loudon,was covered with blood. The suspected weapon was
found in Loudon’s car, and she was booked into Santa Clara County Jail. The victim, whose name has yet to be released pending the notification of relatives, was
transported to Valley Medical Center, where he was pronounced dead.

Rail connection
to link VTA, BART
By Mark Game,
matt V.ritcr

r",,,,, ti;,,
Terresa Baker, veteran VTA driver, has piloted the 180 Express on
and off throughout her 10 -year career

The Bay Area’s two premier
public transportation agencies
are hoping to secure some of the
funds needed to finance a connection of their two entities,
BART and light rail.
Officials with the Santa Clara
Valley Transportation Authority
and AC Transit would build a
south
rail
connection
in
Fremont. The connection would

meet at the Warm Springs location. about 15 miles from San
’lose State University. If everything goys according to plan, it
could be done bv 2007, according
to Ch nsti Ti l’ Monsen , executive
director of t he A(’ Transit.
"1 think it’s very important."
said Curt Evans, government
affairs manager for the Santa
Clara Valley Transportation
Authority. "More and more people are working in Silicon Valley,
See VTA. page 8

SJSU computer lab
institutes printing fee
Students irate over
new 15 cent charge
By Carol Dillon
Staff Wnrer
Students accustomed to
unlimited free printouts had a
rude awakening early this
week at the computer lab in
Washington Square Hall.
A new policy was instituted

requiring students to pay 15
cents per printed page and
must be charged to either a
white student ID card or
Spartan card.
The response by annoyed
students was a tirade of cornplaints. Criticism ranged from
not being informed about the
transition to a payment plan to
the hassle of finding a machine
that would access their ID
See Lab, page 7
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Driver, uncle, activists bring heartaches
SODITP. While fusion would produce some
Ineed two mug shots. The one on the
radioactive waste, its dangerous state
right is just fine hir the days when I’m
would be shorter and much less hazlaughing it what people an. up to
adarous than that produce by nuclear fisthese days, but absolutely useless when
sion, what we currently have from
I’m having an itt ick of "things are not so
nuclear power plants.
gn.at."
But the huge machine at Livermore
For starters, on Friday the sweetest litLabs will never get the chance to try and
tle blond -haired, brown -eyed six-months produce any fusion fuel because the
old girl was killed by a hit-and-run driver
money supposedly ran out to continue the
Abbey was always ecstatic when her
project. and the machine will be dismanmom and dad got home from work, but
tled and sold as scrap.
shell never greet them at the door again
Americans should be demanding a tax
She wigglid her way out of her enclorefund right about now. Imagine paying a
sure and like many an innocent creature
broker to invest your money for you and
ran into the road.
then watching that investment evaporate
Exactly how she was hit or who did it
because the broker decided not to put any
remains a mystery Nobody has called to
claim responsibility despite the fact that she had a noire effort into your portfiilio.
Uncle Sam acts like he’s got an inexhaustible
collar with her master’s name and phone number on
it. Nobody left a note of apology Apparently the supply of our dollars to play around with. (I know,
killer hail not an ounce of remorse for what hap- that’s business as usual in the capitol.)
And speaking if inexhaustible supplies, that’s
pened. Whoever hit her just It her right in the
middle of the road in front of her home. The driver exactly what Califitrnia doesn’t have in terms of the
envirlinment vs. people.
never even buthered tit stop.
Despite its reputation as an environmental
Just because she was a yellow labrador doesn’t
make it any less painful. She was loved and will be watchdog. the Sierra Club has refused to endorse a
sorely missed by everybody who knew for, especial- border control proposal.
In an idiotic stance which ignores the fact that
ly my son and his fiancee.
I wish I could make the driver fed what I fill the state is being inundated with immigrants, the
organization said that birth control is the way to
when Adam called no’ to tell me Abbey was dead.
IA also like to tell the idiot who must have been manage California’s overpopulation, not limits on
going too fist ti i stop in time: It could have been a immigration.
chdd.
Birth control? Who is the Sierra Club kidding? Of
There’s a reason the speed limit on a residential course birth control will help alleviate an overpopulation problem. but so far it’s a voluntary action, and
street is 25 mph. Pay attention.
And I wish the g,,vernment would pay attention judging from the reports of the rise in multiple
to what projects it starts but never finishes, esp.- births, not having much impact in people’s lives.
On the other hand, controlling the borders will
daily to the tune of $370 million.
Apparently l’ncle Sam has changed his mind have ht definite. immediate effect on the population
about a machine that has stood -- completely of California. We do not have unlimited resources in
unused and untu.sted - at the I..awn.nce Livermore this state. Wt. only need to look around every day at
the traffic and the lack of affordable housing to
National Laboratory for the last 12 years
Known as the Mirror Fusion Test Facility, this know we an. in danger of overburdening our envimachine was the hope of scientists who wanted to ronment if we haven’t done so already.
develop the power of’ fusion.
The Sierra Club’s decision is cowardly and not
Simply put, fusion if ever it were made to work what I expected from a so-called environmental prowould
US(’ hydrogen Os a safe, abundant fuel
tection group.
ills Jenlans is the Spartan Dailv u/u ii ii editor Her colamn appears every Monday.

SJSU women take heed: low rape numbers misleading
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dimg rape
a lot It is only
legally classified
as such if sexual
I n t rcourse
takes place} an( sexual assaults
including sexual battery. indecent
expnsure and attempted rano is
vitiil to the future safety of 5.151
stutlynts.
W/11.11 a campus reports a low
incidence of rape, it blankets students with a false sense of security.
Self-del’ense classes are scheduled
on a regular basis in the SJSII resi(kiwi. halls, but attendance is often
low
Blue light emergency phones
placed around campus that directly
dial l’PD make escorts available to
those on campus at night, but are
Ii p

EDITORIAL

not
regularly
used by most
students. Why’?
WOMPI1

feel
that they are safe because "there
haven’t been a lot of rapes- at 5.151’
or because -they only have to walk
across campus . The National Crisis Center
The Rape Crisis Center.
The South County Rapp (’risis
Center.
University Police Department
All echo the same sentiment: Low
numbers of reported rapes do not
mean that rapes :ire not occurring.
On the contrary
Rapes and sexual assaults are
occurring and they are happening
here, in our backyard. at 5.I51
thu

itt itt

I
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Don’t let yourself become a statistic by believing it can’t happen here,
not to you.
Even worse, don’t let yourself not
be part of informing students and
the campus community by not stepping forward if you have been raped
I r sexually assaulted.
Remember: If estimates hold true,
there are 73 women who have
walked around SJSU the last three
school years who have been the victims of rape and have not told
authorities of their ordeal.
Low numbers of reported rapes
should not be an excuse to put blinders on.
Be aware.
Be prepared.
And if you have been a victim of
rapt. or sexual assault, be vocal.

REALITY CHECK

has been dodgGod
ing my phone calls
all week.
What started out as a
whim has been blown to
epic .. I mean biblical proportions.
Let me start from the
I was going
beginning
to start from the moment
of my immaculate conception, but my editor gave
Jon Pere.
me one of those death
looks.
II tit
I was watching TV late
one night when I stumbled across one of those
talk shows where people were yelling at the top
of their voices.
I don’t remember what the topic was; I was
still in denial about the date-gone-wrong earlier
that night. F’or all I know it could have been on
neo-Nazis not permitting homosexual counselors
for Boy Scouts or children -fund embezzlers, but
what I do know was their reasoning for it: "It is
my God-given right."
One of the hosts asked why their guest
molested his sister while sewing his cat’s eyelids
shut: "It is my God-given right."
This statement awakened me from my musings on the way my date looked in those pants,
and I started to wonder who these people were
that claimed to have rights given by God.
At first I thought this belief was one of the
biggest cop-outs that I have ever heard. Here are
people who have developed their minds to thy
point where all their actions are based on a thing
that I have never seen: God.
But being the overly analytical person that I
am, I started to wonder about these people.
What if they did have rights given to them by
God? My life would be so much easier. I wouldn’t
have to go to school and still get that job that I
want because it is my God-given right. All I
would have to do is call up God and ask him for
one of his given rights.
I wouldn’t have to stop there I could also ask
for a God-given, stealing-money -from -a-bank
right. But the one that has most potential of
course is the right that deals with the ladies
Just think: I could go to a woman and say..
"Have sex with me."
Any woman in her right mind would obviously say no, and ii smirk would come across my face
and I would respond, "It is my God-given right."
With this revelation I was primed and ready
in more ways than one and the very next
Sunday I was in church ready to talk to God.
I couldn’t find him. Instead, some guy stuck
some stuff in my mouth and gave me some wine
imagine my anger when he wouldn’t let my
have another drink
When I finally itsked that man with the
unlimited supply of wine where I could find and
talk to God, a peculiar look came across his face
"Son," he said. "God is only visible to the ones
who pray and believe in his righteousness."
So, I have been praying ever since. But God, if
you can read this, you really need a direct tilt’
phone line. I can’t wait to be closed -minded likt
your other satisfied customers.
Jon Perez is a Spartan Daily staff writer
Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express theniselves iin
the Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor
A better to the Editor is a <iii i word response to an
issue or point of view that ha, .ipis..ired in the Spartan
Daily
Submissions become the property of the Spartan
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length Submissions must contain the author’s
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Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of ..lournalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State I ’fliversity.
One Washington Square, Kan ’Mae, CA 91i192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements if,, not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the
School of Journalism and MIIMS Communications or
SJS1 1,
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have good news and bad news Henderson.
?Irst the good news. I managed to get you two
weeks severance pay."
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Local resident disappointed with Earth Day

State’s water problem requires careful study
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We appreciate the attention
:.. V V given to California’s water
:-Issues in the April 1 edition of
the Spartan Daily.
However, these issues are
): complex and need to be more
: fully
so
that
explored
Californians can make educated voting decisions.
For example, most of the
water shipped south is for agriculture, making California the
. No. 1 agricultural state for the
past 50 years bringing $24.5
. billion into the state’s economy
.:. and providing nearly one out of
10 California jobs.
In addition, the Los Angeles
urban area depends primarily

on water from Owens Valley, the San Francisco Bay Delta.
east of the Sierra Nevada, and Agriculture takes 28 percent,
not leaving 7 percent for urban
the
Colorado
River,
uses.
Northern California.
If California’s water probAs another example, flooding
in Northern California does not lems are to be solved, they
necessarily mean more usable would be better discussed in a
series of articles.
water for the state.
Floodwaters can be contamiHeidi Stauffer
nated with pesticides, fertilizer
geology
and sewage, rendering them too
costly to process for human use
Malia B. Burrows
with current technology.
geology
More than 60 percent of
California’s annual usable surPaula Zermeno
face water flows into the ocean
geology
and is committed to the environmental restoration and
health of the state’s rivers and

New garage parking meters waste of money
This is in response to the article "New meters to speed up
permit parking" by Mark
Gomez.
The article said the San Jose
State University Department of
Traffic and Parking Operations
has installed 12 new ticket-dispensing machines in the parking lots.
The intention is to make students get into the garage faster

so they don’t have to wait a long
time outside on the street.
The new machines cost about
$200,000 and accept both coins
and bills.
I don’t think the machines
will help students who drive to
school. The main problem at
SJSU is not enough parking
spaces.
Although the machines will
help students pay faster, they

still have to wait outside on the
street in order to get into the
parking spots.
I think if the school really
wants to help students out, it
should have installed one ticket
machine and used the rest of
the money to create more parking spaces.
Yuanshu Li
computer science

Holocaust victims recognized by court ruling
rebuttal to the quote "over
In
50 books and over 100 articles which state that the
Holocaust was a hoax and never
occurred," in an article published Thursday in the Spartan
Daily, I submit the following.
In the case of Mermelstein
vs. Institute for Historical
Review (October 1981 ), Los

Angeles Superior Court Judge
Thomas T. Johnson, citing a
wide variety of historical
accounts and Evidence Code
452( h ), declared, "This court
does take judicial notice of the
fact that Jews were gassed to
death at Auschwitz ...."
Mel Mermelstein’s mother,
father, two sisters and brother

died at Auschwitz where he also
was held captive. He bears the
tattoo A-4685 on his forearm
(Newsweek, October 19, 1981).

Tam

not a San Jose State
’University student or an
employee, but I attended your
Earth Day celebration. I was
disappointed because you are
not acting locally.
Planting a magnolia tree fit
right in with the motif of Silicon
Valley. One speaker noted that
we need to appreciate wildlife
more.
Well, the birds of this area
wouldn’t know what to do with
a magnolia any more than they
would recognize the light rail
planting or most of those of our
city forest.
An article in the L.A. Times
noted that the only birds surviving in the Los Angeles basin
are pigeons and crows. Los
Angeles has channeled its
watersheds more extensively
and its air pollution affects
wildlife more.
But we should not ignore

that replacing native vegetation
with feel-good stuff to flatter
ourselves is extremely harmful,
too.
You may remember Silicon
Valley as the "Valley of the
Heart’s Delight." This, however,
is not even the beginning of wisdom. Prior to all that, this valley was known as the "Llano de
los Robles," roughly translated
the "Plain of the Oaks."
Most young Hispanics don’t
seem to know the word "roble,"
which is understandable, as
almost none remain.
environmentalists
Where
show weakness is in their
inability to build on what
remains. This is especially
important at SJSU. The only
surviving Oregon oaks in this
valley are here, on campus.
The is also the major open
space linking watersheds draining the Diablo Mountains into

the Central Valley with the redwoodimadrone forests of the
Santa Cruz Mountains.
There’s a more critical habitat nearby: the rural San
Martin area, which still has
oaks and room for more, a
"wheel" where watersheds
draining five different directions and three separate habitats close within two miles of
one another.
We will lose this area soon
unless the importance of it is
realized. You cannot help unless
you recognize the importance of
your own area.
All the groups mentioned in
this letter need to plant more
native vegetation where space
remains.
Scott Kane
local resident

Parents seek peace of mind in scouting issue
This is written is response to
the April 21 article by Aaron
Williams, "Boy Scouts raises
prejudice banner high."
It is not the "traditions" or
"values" of the people who
decided to ban homosexuals
that is at fault.
have
predators
Sexual
caused the parents of these boys
to mistrust and fear anyone
considered sexually deviant.
Priests, day care givers and
family members can sexually
abuse a child. We have often
heard about such abuses on

Lawrence E. Miller
SJSU alumnus
criminal justice

the Boy Scouts has a vested
interest to protect the boys from
pedophiles and sexual predators.
If the parents of these boys
were the only ones involved in
the operations of the scout
troop, we might not have this
problem.
This act is a desperate
attempt to give parents at least
a little peace of mind.

local and national newscasts.
This adds to the fears of parents.
Banning homosexuals is an
attempt to protect the children
in the Boy Scouts. If parents
need some piece of mind while
their child is at camp, it is their
prerogative to decide who
should lead their scout troop.
Otherwise, there will not be a
scout troop at all.
I am not condoning this act. I
am only viewing it from parents’ point of view.
Every parent involved with

Bob Cross
engineering

Quotefor the Day
All true wisdom is found on T-shirts.
Anonymous

as ice

ARRESTED?

dy

Facing a big fine or even Jail
Need Help ,

ICk

Sparta Guide

;

rim

Call an attorney who knows the problems college students have Dr. Jeff
Kalks has taught at SJSU for over 14 years and has more than 10 years
experience as a Deputy Sheriff and narcotics task force officer.
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& Assoc
Professional Aggressive Legal Services
Fixed Fees and Time Payment Plans

1-888-441-1LAW

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass from 12 10 - 12:35
p m at corner of 10th and San
Carlos streets lactose from dorms)
For more information, call Ginny at
(4081 938-1610

How Is
Your
Health?

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
Free film. "Freedom" at 7.30 p m.
at 410 Cambridge Ave Suite C, Palo
Alto. For more information, call Joe
Feshback at (650) 853-0602.

64

Pi SIGMA ALPHA (NATIONAL
POLITICAL SCIENCE HONOR
SOCIETY)
Dr. Biaspamiatnykh Mikalai from
Grodno State University, Republic of
Belarus, will speak on "Russia and
the Ukraine" at 1:30 pm. in the
Student Union’s Costanoan Room
For more information, call the
Political Science Department at
14081 924-5550.
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
Thalassemia testing free to
students and $15 for employees
this week from 9 a.rn - 12 p.m and
1 - 3 p.m in the Health Building,
Room 203. For more information.
call Dr Battle at )408, 924-6117
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NURSER CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
"Why suffering?" Bible study at
11 a.m. in the Student Union’s
Montalvo Room. For more information, call Diane Stegmeir at 14081
279-6385.

installation by
Bernd Behr, from 9 a in -Fipm in
the Art Building, Gallery 5 For
more information, call Bernd Behr
at 14081 977-1901
"Centric," an

Building Our
Communities:
Fighting the Cold Within

lilt’

1111

\I.1\ft

It .t\ ii’11.1. I 11:111

Room

1.1

2 :10

Business Classrooms,

For more information, call

the Career Resource Center at ’.10s,

924-6034
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass from 12 10 - 12 37,
p in at corner of 10th and San
Carlos streets

across front dorms

in Wahlquist Library North
and Clark Library lobby Donations
welcome For more information. call
the Acquisitions Department at
.409 924-2705
It Si

NURSES CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Whv Suffering"- Bible study
p m

CHURCH OF SCIENToLoGY
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information

"Orientation" :it 7
Rosemary St
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NUTRITION & FOOD SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT
Percent body fat testing with bio-

For niiire
10s

1.11

electrical impedance from 12

61011
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DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRs/
MULTICULTURAL CENTER
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San ose State, Students, Faculty & Others

Weekend

Piversitx Fair (9th Street Plaza)
Information Tables
Entertainment & Demonstrations
Popcorn and Refreshments
Diversity Tapestry
(Create your own piece of artwork.
Bring a poem or reading to share.)

Reception (Student Union)
Ice Cream Social (Amphitheater)

This event is wheelchair accessible Individuals needing sign language
interpreters, escorts or other accommodations should contact the
Student Life Center at 14081 924-5950 as soon as possible
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Tuesday, April 28, 1998
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in the Student Union’s
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SPECIAL OFFER

1:00 pm

1),i11,111 I 1,1 I\
111.11 It) 11

m in the

1

A diversity celebration in recognition of the
development of a Multicultural Center at
San Jose State University

12:00 noon Keynote Speaker (Amphitheater)
Dr. Herbert Aptheker, Historian
lot

p

information

ART EXHIBITION

Ongoing book sale from 10 a in

Resume critique from

Free film

Tuesday

Student Health Center
Qe4V44 cp06111,066.

Today
ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY AND THE
STANFORD BLOOD CENTER
Blood Drive today and Tuesday
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m in the Student
Union’s Loma Prieta Room. For
more information, call Trevor Nolan
at (408) 924-8383.

LIBRARY DoNATIONS & SALES UNIT
CAREER CENTER

For Graduation
and Memorial Day

$79 per night
May 22nd -25th
single & double occupancy
In downtown San lose
(only 5 minute walk
from campus)

Make your
reservations today?

SPORTS

Spartans get split with reeling Rebels

Women’s Gymnastics
Olympic.
Two Junior
National competitors are
among three high school.
gymnasts to sign letters-ofintent to San Jose State
University Tasya Talbot,
Stacy Martin and Kimberly:
Cianci will head 1998 incoming class.
"This recruiting class is.
the strongest field at one:
time," SJSU gymnastics:
coach Jackie Walker said.
Talbot, from Lake Oswego,:
Ore., is the 1998 Oregon’
state champion on the floor
exercise and has qualified for
the Junior Olympic nation-:
als.
Martin, from Omaha,
Neb., finished second in the,
all-around in this year’s Neb.:
state meet and was 14th in
the region.
Martin won the Neb, title.
in the all-around in 1996 and
finished third in 1997.
Cianci, from Greenville,:
Penn., is an honor student.
who will contribute immediately on the uneven bars,
according to Walker.
Cianci finished 12th in the,
all-around at the Level 10
state meet and competed at:
the. regional meet.

Kanney eclipses
home run mark
set by current
coach Woodard
13, Peggi

nn

With a rebel yell, the 5, en Jose
State’ University women’s softball split a WA(’ doubleheader
with UNIX.
The second game win prevented the’ visiting team from claiming another sweep against the
Spartans.
The’ Lady Rebels busted out to
a 7-0 lead in the first game.
They tacked up a three -spot in
the first on three single’s, a walk
and an error by Spartan thrid
baseman Lindsay Lewis.
In the second inning UNIX
tacked on four more with the
bulk of the damage coming on a
three-run home run to centerfield by third baseman Raven
Coberg.
Spartan pitcher Sabrina
Quintero replaced starter pitcher Niki Zenger in the Rebel second.
Staked to a comfortable lead,
CND/ pitcher Brandi Isgar
allowed only fieur runs on six
hits
The Spartans battled back in
the fifth. Senior Anita Connor
cracked a home run to center
field to start the inning.
Maya Garcia singled and then
scored on a sacrifice fly by Devyn
Whitcanack.
Lewis brought in the final two
SeISU runs on a single’.
The struggle wasn’t hard
enough
the’ Spartans lost 7-4.
"We have talented hitters but
we’ve been cold.- UNLV head
coach Shan McDonald said. "We
hit hard and got some double
plays, but we also gave up a lot of
hits.UNIX entered the game. on a
nine-game losing streak. They
beat the’ Spartans in their last

SpartaariShorts

lie hiti Pi Intl. Np.111.1)? Util
San Jose State University shortstop Alicia Johnson dives to make
the catch of a ground ball up the middle against University of Nevada
meeting.
The seceeml game. preyed tee be
a battle tee the end - for both
teams.
The Rebels ;Irted the. second
game in the. -awe manner as the
first scoring three runs - two
unearned-- eire three hits in the
first.
In the bottom of the first.
Whitcanack scored the Spartans
leerie’ run oft » Lewis saw le to le ft
field.
The Rebels then scored single
runs in the. second. third :ind
fifth inning tee complete their
scoring for the da

Ire the Spartan fourth. t’onnor
blasted her fourth !leaner of the’
season lam:.
to vitliin tvee
runs. et
turned amplel in
Th..
the Sleartan fifth If111111.2.
WilitC.111:111i -c ref eec uncia-ned
-anglc. and a
1.e.,
run off ol
Kant Koine.’c siindc to left field
brought III tee,
’NIA. leaelinv
in:, ’cite, the lin.d clean( e tor the.
Merge sinSpartans,
gles. follov,ed by a 1.(.e is single
loch ,leelre.(1 Meergie
Both I ’minor :end Kenney
vere then walked mtentiorially

Las Vegas. Johnson made the stop but was unable to throw out the
runner going to first base. SJSU lost the game 7-4.
to head the bases.
Jennifer Effinger came up and
st reeked a single tee left field scoring Lewis and winning the game
tor he Spartans, 7-6.
S.ISIT freshman pitcher Tina
Ilackett pitched a complete
game eine’ is now 3-1.
"When we. got behind, we
we
willing tee settle,- senior
Anita ( ’minor said. "This (win)
was really personal. Head coach (7onnie Miner,
ejected in the’ Spartan third after
questioning a close call, thought
the team played great, but didn’t
ve.ant them tee settle’.

"I wanted to fire them up;
Miner said. "We may have been
rushing a little (in the beginning) but we started hitting in
the second. And wet fieught back
at the end."
SJSU junior infielder Kara
Kanney broke the SJSU career
home run record, previously held
by current assistant coach
Noleana Woodard, and was honored before the start of the game.
The Spartans, now 6-16 in the
WAC and 19-28 overall, will end
their homestand with a make-up
doubleheader with Saint Mary’s
on Tuesday at 2 p.m.

Baseball
The Spartans were pum-.
meled by the San Diego
State’ Aztecs Saturday, 20-4.
In the loss, Brian Greene
gave up eight runs seven
earned, Steve Carrieri was
torched for nine runs
seven earned, and Chris
Sherman allowed three runs
with one of them earned.
The Aztecs pounded out
16 hits.
Men’s Golf
The’ WAC Championships
will be played today, Tuesday
and Wednesday at the Poppy
in
Ridge Golf Course
Livermore.
The
mpetition will be
stiff for SJSU with No. 1
UNIN and defending WAC
champ. TCV, in the. field.

San Jose Giants reeling; ’Stampeded’ by Dodgers farm team
11:e. John Meyer
Nriel,. ’,tart \X eilcc
Losing a game tee a Lees
Angeles Dodgers farm team was
like. pouring salt in the wound.
The. San Jose Giants learned
why the’ Dodgers and Giants
have had blood as the San
Bernadine) Stampede. (Dodgers
Class -A I beat San Jose 5-4 at
Nleinicipal Stadium Saturday
The Stampede. 111-11, te)ok
advantage. of the Yoffie rable
iiants ( 12-11 ). who, after starting the season off winning eight
out of 10 games, have. dropped
seven of their last eight games.
"We’re hitting rough points
early in the season." said Giants
reliever Luis Est rella. the, besing
pitcher. who gave. up two earned
runs in twee innings "When
something can gee wrong, it
bounces the (ether way
The Stampede walked all over
Estrella in the eighth inning.
"My ball was getting up,"
F:strella said. "It was easier tee
hit."
Designated hitter Aaron Dean
lead the inning off with a single,
then shortstop Brett Illig and
third baseman Ricky Bell hit
back-to-back
doublets.
The
Stampede scored two runs in the
inning, making the score 5-3.
The Giants marched back in
the eighth with a two-out rally.
Right fielder Juan Dilone, who
went 2-for-4 with an RBI, lined a
double to centerfield. The next
batter, Mark Gulseth, drove in
Dilone with a singlet to center
field. It was the first run
Stampede closer Pete Zamora
had given up in eight appearances and 14 innings.
The Giants were down by one
run.
In the ninth inning, the
Giants comeback attempt fell
short.
Catcher Yorvit Torrealba hit a
chopper to second baseman
Jamie) Gotalie. Goudie’s throw t

American Heart
Association...
Flphfing Hain Olimase
owl snotty

first was low and first baseman
Neck Leach couldn’t li,,ecelle’ it
Speedy N11(41:14.1 B( cc’- pinch ran
fier Torreallea. Lett fielder Pedro
who
went
3 -for-3.
’.Iota.
advanced Byas tic seeond.
Zamora retired the. next twee batters. pinch hitter Tiny Zuniga
and second baseman Travis
Young, tee earn his there! save..
Billy Malloy .2 1. Sfie started for elle Giants. ......11111. Soggy
3.00i started for the
Chung
Stampede
Chung. who is from Korea,
had the. Clean lie, Park hulk! ;end
Niece I yp, windup, yet
the’ results her this international
product were’) I impressive II,
four and one. third
pitched
innings and gave. up tVill earned
runs on six hits
Malloy won the’ battle of the
allowed lady eerie’
starters.
earned run in six innings. but it
didn’t matter as the Giants lost.
"I didn’t dee good enough out
the -re. to get a win." Malloy .said.
"I could go ()tit there. and throw a
no-hitter. If we still lose, it doesn’t do anything."
The defense, however , didn’t
help the. pitching. Three. crucial
errors played a role. in two eel the
Stampede’s five. runs.
"(There’s) no one thing you
can pinpoint (on why we’re losing)," Malloy said. "We’re. all collectively responsible."
The wound healed a little. on
Sunday as the. Giants (113-11,
ended their three-game slide.
with a 4-3 win over the.
Stampede.
The Giants are three-and -a half games behind the first-place
Modesto A’s in the Valley
I)ivision of the California
Le ague
11

IP
Women

Mho,’ Prune/ Spartan Dade
San Jose Giants outfielder Pedro Mota steals second base as
Jamie Goudie, second baseman for the San Bernardino Stampede,
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Be An Angel!!
Donate Eggs!
If you are 21-28 yrs,
healthy, bright &
responsible.
Call Stephanie @FFC
Also special need for
Asian Donors
1-800-939-6886
GENEROUS COMPENSATION
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tries to save a wild throw from the catcher from going into the outfield.
The Giants lost the game Saturday night 5-4,

VANG
Food To Go!

Chinese Cuisine
F-4-1

Mandarin & Siechuan Cuisine
Box Lunch(’ To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

294-3303 OR 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street
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With a massive gash above his right eye, IBF Featherweight challenger Manuel Medina returns a flurTy of strong punches against local favorite Hector Lizarraga. In a surprising decision Medina won the IBF

Vat toto
Featherweight Championship in front of a sparse crowd of 2,895 at the San Jose Arena on Friday night.
Medina won a unanimous decision, winning 118-110, 118-110 and 116-112.

San Jose’s Lizarraga downed in ’blood bath’
Manuel Medina
takes IBF crown;
future of boxing in
Bay Area in doubt
By Nicholas Boer
Stall Writer
Bay Area boxing fans lost
twice Friday night at the San
...Jose Arena.
: Local favorite Hector Lizarraga
lost the International Boxing
Federation featherweight championship and did so in front of a
paltry crowd of 2,895.
Manuel Medina took away
Lizarraga’s IBF championship
belt with quick hands that left
the champion cut above both
eyes and desperate for a knockout punch.

Lizarraga almost got one in
the ninth round when he gashed
Medina above the right eye with
a solid left hook that got the
crowd on their feet. Because of
excessive blood, the ring doctor
tried to stop the match and
thus preserve Lizarraga’s title
but both boxers wanted more
and the referee let the fight continue.
"It worried me a lot," Medina
said after the match. "The blood
was coming down a lot."
The final three rounds were
bloody on both sides, despite the
trainers’ attempts to close the
wounds between rounds, yet
they clearly belonged to Medina.
By the final round, the 31 -yearold Lizarraga was backing off
and looking beat.
The unanimous 12-round
decision was scored 118-110 by
two judges and 116-112 by the
third.

The live boxing event was the
first championship match in the
Bay Area since 1994 and.
because of poor attendance,
probably the last for a long time.
Promoter Joe Gagliardi, the
owner of Garden City Boxing
Club in San Jose. where
Lizarraga works ota, said he was
disappointed with the turnout

"The gate is the deciding !actor where things go," Gagliardi
said. "Wt. were hoping for 5,000
to 6,000 fans so we could make
an argument to hold the next
bout here A It of ppopli missed
a couple of sparkling matches
Gagliardi has the rights to
promote. Medina and a rematch
between the. two fighters but

AA
It worried me a lot. The blood was coming down a lot.

Solit 11

AI Man.

pi nisi. and used hr: sup ,r height to keep the squirrely
laend., from landing punches
But the criiwil didn’t get going
until the second championship
iii Ilt Illitll part due. to a
practically naked "card girl- who
circled the. ring in between
Aloweil

-- Manuel Medina
New International Boxing Federation
featherweight champion

97

Sharks: Bad feelings spill over to Game 3

rmaid,, when Carlos Navarro
successfully defended his Jr.
Featherweight title.
Navarro, a 1992 Junior
Olympic gold medalist, seemed
stunned early on by opponent
Roberti) Lopez’s brash attacks.
Once Navarre found his ground
and ;in opening, however, he
relentlessly beat upon Lopez and
scored a knockout half way into
the sixth round
It was a good night of boxing
at the. Arena -- made even more
entertaining hy a mariachi band
i(111(.11 led lazarraga into the
ring lazarragas green, rod and
white shorts were another salute
to his and San Jose’s Mexican
ro.its l’nfortimately. by the. 12th
round it was clear Lizarraga’s
slwrts won. :mire blood -red than
San

Jose

11.1Ve trr Walt a long t
s.O.1

would

befOre It

local champion

:Mot her

tight again

First Round NHL Playoff Schedule
1.:111S1 it, 11NI:
51’,.1 2’1

Continued from page 1
were turned,
The Sharks stayed disciplined
-while the Stars did the slashing
and cross checking.
Dallas finished up with 20
penalties and a total of 75 penalty minutes.
"We were too smart to get
caught in the circus stuff we did
in the last game," Sharks left
wing Shawn Burr said,
It looked like a repeat of the
first two games, with the Stars
starting strong, scoring the first
goal of the game on a power play
at 4:16 into the first period.
But that was it for Dallas.
About five minutes into the
second period, John MacLean
scored for the Sharks, tying the
game at 1-1.
One minute and seven sec
on& later, Sharks right wing
Owen Nolan brought the score to
2-1, registering his second goal of
the playoffs, on a pass from rookie Patrick Marleau as the Stars

said he will probably seek out a
different venue.
The gate total from seat
prices ranging from $25 to $100
-- was Sl43,170, with over half
Lizarraga
that
going
to
,:i4i0.0001 and Medina r$20,000,
"We sold the expensive seats,"
Gagliardi said. "But the walk-up
I CroWd kiswally wasn’t Own."
Tarother championship
bouts pre .ceded the. main event,
startinif
with Cassius "Shy
li.eloya who Mit laSted Serm
laendo of Argentina for the
\V.,r1.1
I’m in Fe:ahem:eight
championship

WitrInerdas. April ’22

had one man in the penalty box.
The Sharks opened the third
period with one of their 14 power
play opportunities, a five-onthree man advantage, which
defenseman Al Iafrate effectively
turned into a 3-1 lead for San
Jose,
Mike Rathje put the final nail
in the coffin, as he scored the
fourth goal for the Sharks, on
another power play, with about
three minutes left in the game.

The Stars decided to go out
with a bang -- much like. the
pregame fireworks - - and start
ed the game’s only significant
brawl.
Stars goalie. and finmer Shark
Ed Belfimr must have had
enough of the crowd taunting
him as soon as he touched the.
puck, because he started throw
ing punches at any Shark player
who happened to skate nearli
Belfour ended up art11.11

111111101. 1:e11111 \ tor roughnic and
a match iienalh for attempting
to injure Sin Jo,’ 14,1% cr. It ’iv tog the Till ti kit kill) goalie
Emmanuel Fernandei for the
remaining minute and ;t half of
the third period
"Ile got frustrated,- Stars
head coach Ken Hitchcock said
about Belfour’s conduct "There
:Ire 111r1I feelings between these
tvo, teams Those
sit
with flu. plaNers Sharks coach 1)arryl Sutter
did not cc tot to comment on I hi.

Iit

I

We were too smart to get caught up in
the circus stuff we did in the last game.
Shawn Burr
San Jose Sharks left wing

Th,

Sharks will take. on the
Stars again at the San Jose
Arena on Tuesda at 7
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NOW California chapter president
Helen Grieco discusses Clinton,
Jones, domestic violence, future
Interview by Spartan Daily Staff Writer Susan Shaw

San Jose State University Senior Associate Athletic Director
Carolyn Lewis mediates a panel on women in sports at the National

Ethruitul Niese/ Spiirtim Dinh,
Organization for Women convention held at the Radisson Hotel Friday
night in San Jose.

One hundred and fifty years
of NOW: ’We have not won’
Ai

By Susan Shaw
staff Wrinl
Women today are making 7-1
cents to every dollar made by A
man, said leading feminists at
National
weekend’s
this
Organization for Women conference in San .Iose.
And that’s only if you’re white.
said Irma Herrera, executive
Rights
director of Equal
Advocates, a San Francisco public interest law firm, at the consession
opening
ference’s
Saturday. The problem is worse
for minorities, she said.
"Latinas earn 56 cents to
every dollar earned by a white
man and black women earn 63
cents to every dollar," she -:aid
Asian women’s earnings were
not tracked, but it is belii.vt.d
their wages fall somewhere
between black and white women.
Fight for wage equality
"Closing the wage gap is
painfully slow at a half a penny
per year," Herrera said.
She added that part of the
reason for the gain is due to a
decrease in real wages for men.
not because women are getting
paid more Fighting for wage
equality may be the least of the
organization’s problems.
Lack of young members
As NOW approaches a new
millennium with an agenda that
includes promoting passage of a
Equality
Constitutional
Amendment and preserving
reproductive rights, it is having
difficulty attracting the next
generation of feminists who can
lead the organization into the

When we have a governor who thinks
black women are welfare queens ... when
we have women working in Third World
countries for Silicon Valley companies at
shameful wages and girls starving themselves to fit some middle class white
man’s idea of beauty ... we have not won.
Aptheker
Bettina
riuthor, professor at UCSC

future, according to workshop
feedback. The Inst iiilona’
Equality Amendment replaces
the Equal Rights Amendment,
ow ;114,1 ot
publicity in
passago
thc .7ns The EliA
in 1982. according to California
A1,’ President I lelen Grieco.
Perception a problem
During a work -hop called
I.cading
Feminist"Young
cited a
st ictot
NOW- cclii to
general ion and racial gap as the
risen why MM. 1,, wit attracting more vi tint’
"I think l’,;( 1W
HIcntificil
with white, middl,
white
women and th.A don’t address
to
issues that aro
young women.- -iod Chess:,
Geisler. a junior at Scripps
College. "I think we’d like to see
that change "
The group, attended by stu-

-z.
*lions of people could be reading your ad
right now if you had advertised in the Daily.
Don’t fall victim to the same mistake twice
11,

("mils from Foothill College, ITC
Santa Cruz and San Jose City
College, also said NOW is seen
as "an old grandmother organization." and that the organization had little with which young
/Men could identify.
Darcy Kleiman from Foothill
College said she was disappointed that she didn’t see more
young women at the conference,
and didn’t see much on the agenda at the conference that she
could relate to as a young lesbian
Spotlight on race
Erica Rios, a self-proclaimed
"chicano feminist activist", said
she’d like to sm. NOW address
the race issue.
Rios said she also felt prochoice and the abortion debate
art. not as important to young
feminists and should be placed
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SD: So what is NOW working on nationally?
HG: The main things are we
want to pass a Constitutional
Equality Amendment and we
have a Victory 2000 campaign
where we are trying to get
2,000 women elected to office
by the year 2000. We also want
more diversity in our organization.
SD: Only 2,000 women?
HG: Do you know how hard
it is? There are only 11 women
senators and only about 50
women in the House of
Representatives out of 440. I
know it seems low, but that’s a
realistic goal.
It’s pathetic.

E. JULIAN ST.

PA NA

292-3177
R IA

HOME OF THE MOST AUTHENTIC
MEXICAN FOOD IN TOWN!

Tuesday. AprIl 280 and Wednesday, April 290
like Art Quilt across Item The Student halal
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SD: NOW tried to use the
O.J. Simpson trial to raise
awareness of domestic violence, and it backfired. Can you
explain what happened?
HG: The reason it wasn’t
successful is we had some
members who made some
racist remarks that blurred
the issue. NOW has a membership of 250,000 people. We
have 500 chapters and many
spokespeople.
Feminists aren’t homogenous, we don’t always agree on
things. We had diversity in our
organization and a polarization, as in the general public.
We ran into the quagmire, and
it turned out we couldn’t
address the issue in a sensitive
way. That derailed it.

(Between 5th & 6th)

FOOD CENTER
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SD: There is also another
perception that the reason you
didn’t back Jones was because
it was politically motivated
Jones was being backed by
right-wing groups, and NOW is
pro-Clinton.
HG: We are not a partisan
organization. We’ve never
endorsed Bill Clinton. Clinton,
in his welfare policy, did the
most devastating thing to
women and children in this
country in 30 years. So, by the
light of day, he’s good at
putting women into political
posts; in private, his behavior
is questionable.
The thing I am most insulted by is the blatant lack of
respect for our 30-year track
record on working for women’s
rights. Suddenly, in the blink of
an eye, we’re hypocrites.
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To participate In a healing
eppertunIty for people who have
been affected by
IlleillaCe against W111011.
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SD: That’s
interesting
because a lot of people were
very critical of NOW for not
getting behind Paula Jones
and there was this implied
double standard: NOW was
behind Anita Hill, they weren’t
behind Paula Jones and was it
because it was alleged she was
perceived as "a bimbo" and not
a member of the "club."
HG: No, no not at all.
Sophisticated women, unsophisticated women ... every woman
has a right to defend herself
against sexual harassment.
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Ifs only just begun
Also speaking at the confer- ’
ence’s opening session Saturday,
Bettina Aptheker, an author and
a professor of Women’s Studies
at ITC Santa Cruz, drew cheers
from the crowd as she reviewed
how much more work needed to
be done by NOW.
"When we have a governor
who thinks black women are
welfare queens ... when we have
women working in Third World
countries for Silicon Valley companies at shameful wages and
girls starving themselves to fit
some middle class white man’s
idea of beauty ... we have not
won," she said.
According to Grieco, the threeday conference held at the
Radisson lintel, which ended
Sunday, had 170 attendees.

Spartan Daily: Last week,
Patricia
President
NOW
Ireland announced the organization would not back Paula
Jones in her appeal of the sexlawsuit
harassment
ual
against President Bill Clinton.
Why is that?
Helen Grieco: The NOW
members spoke loudly and
clearly that they didn’t want us
getting involved in the Paula
Jones case.
Let me give you a little
Paula
background: When
Jones came out with her
charges, Patricia Ireland called
her people and told them she
would go and listen to her
story.
Paula Jones didn’t
return phone calls.
We didn’t know where to go
with that, so we said, "OK, you
don’t want our help, have your
day in court, good luck." She
might have had a better day in
court if she’d had our help.

Then Recycle

In the United States it is
estimated that a woman is
raped every 1 3 minutes

A ei ell , tO "’ 1,r1

on the back burner.
"I can get an abortion. I’m
waiting fin- someone to recognize
that I have brown skin and it
affects my life," she said.
She added she has a problem
with NOW leaders holding up
the state’s women leaders, like
Dianne Feinstein, as role models
when they are making it hard for
Mexican -Americans to immigrate to California.
"Screw Dianne Feinstein,"
Rios said. "She’s going after people who look like me, how can I
identify with that?"
Marion Meadows, San Jose
Women’s
1’niversity
Stan.
Resource Center director, was
supposed to lead the young feminists workshop but canceled at
the last minute for unspecified
reasons.

Helen Grieco is president of
the California chapter of the
National Organization for
Women, the largest chapter
An
with 20,000 members.
author with a master’s degree
in clinical psychology, Grieco
owns a self-defense school for
women and girls in San
Francisco called, "Defending
Ourselves." She is also the
president of a nonprofit group,
(Building
BRAVE
called
Resources for Anti -violence
Education) People. She lives in
San Francisco.
This interview was conducted at the California NOW conference held in San Jose this
weekend to discuss NOW’s
agenda and to answer questions about NOW’s position on
the Paula Jones case, the a./.
Simpson trial and the Promise
Keepers.
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We use only the best quality, fresh
ingredients in all of our homemade
food items. We feature authentic
marinated and roasted meats,
homemade corn and flour tortillas,
fresh homemade salsa at our salsa
bar: Burritos, tortas, and tacos
available in Came Asada, Pastor,
Chicken, Carnitas, Chile Verde,
Lengua, Chorizo, Lomo & Cabeza.

Offers good at Julian St only
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Health clubs: making
a personal choice
Your "Ab Shrinker 2000" is
collecting dust. Your prized collection of Richard Simmons’
"Sweatin’ with the Oldies"
videos are leaving you flat.
What is it going to take to get
you motivated to exercise? It
may be time to join a health
club one that’s right for you.
Consider your lifestyle
schedule, family, budget and
fitness goals. By determining
your needs in these areas, you
can better assess what health
club you are looking for. Match
those needs with the following
health club "shopping list":
1. Proximity
Make sure that the health
club you join is close to your
work or home. Odds are if it
takes longer than 20 minutes
to get there, you probably won’t
go that often. Clubs often have
multisite operations, so it may
still be convenient if you move
or change jobs.
2. Crowd Pleaser
What type of people does the
club cater to? Is it strictly for
singles? Is it "family-friendly"
(child-care, family programs,
etc.)? Is it coed? Decide what
environment you would feel
most comfortable in.
3. You Get What You Pay
For
This often holds true, especially in terms of class and
equipment availability. Health
clubs offering a "too-good-to-betrue" price, are usually looking
for large membership numbers, and the amount of exercise equipment and classes are
usually not adjusted to the
amount of members. Peak
exercise hours (before or after
work, Saturday mornings) may
prove to be "the early bird
catches the worm" and competition for equipment and space
in aerobic classes may leave
you frustrated.
More expensive clubs tend
to cater to the individual
through personal training and
individualized fitness programs. Those extra dollars usually go to hiring more staff.
Take note some higher-end
clubs also have dining and
entertainment facilities and
your dollars will also go to
these areas as well. Decide
what amenities you want
(sauna, racquetball courts,
massage therapy, etc.) and
what works with your budget.
4. How old are you?
Your age shouldn’t matter,
but the club’s does. Find out
how long it has been around
and if possible; ask around to
see what reputation the club
has in the community.
5. Have it your way
A friendly, helpful and
knowledgeable staff is a must.
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Check credentials of fitness
and training staff members. If
it is a reputable place, this
information will be furnished
on request.
Also, front desk staff should
be attentive and not "put out"
when members need assistance. There should always be
a member of management on
duty to address members concerns and facility issues.
6. The tour/The sale
Before you sign on the dotted line, get a thorough tour of
the facilities. Also request a
free-trial membership pass
(usually for one week). This
way, you can see the day-to-day
operations of the facility and
check out the classes. Be wary
of limited-area tours or resistance to free-trial membership
requests this usually means
poor maintenance effort.
The sale of health club membership is a competitive business, but your membership
representative shouldn’t use
tactics.
pressure
high
Comments like "this is a onetime offer" and "I’ll give you a
special deal" are usually false
and shouldn’t be considered in
your decision. Take time before
deciding. If you are unsure or
have doubts, pay dues on a
monthly basis and avoid longterm contracts.
Finally, request a schedule
of programs offered. Variety of
classes will keep you motivated.
A balance of mind, body and
soul is vital to a healthy
lifestyle. Choosing the right
health club will help you stick
to your exercise program and
provide you with the ultimate
gift of good health.
always check with
*Note
your doctor before starting an
exercise program, especially if
you have pre-existing medical
conditions.
Peggy Flynn is an Aerobics
and Fitness Association of
America member and has been
an instructor for over seven
years. "Fit to Be Tied" runs
every Monday. Direct questions
or comments to the Spartan
Daily at 924-3280, Dwight
Bente! flail 209 or by e-mail at
SDAILY@jmc.sjswedu.

Program ’fosters’ group support
By Asa Bezel]
Staff Writer
When
20-year-old
Phu
Nguyen moved into a group
home for foster children a few
years ago, he thought the only
solution to his problems was suicide.
"I wanted to kill myself," he
said. "Every day I would sit
there and stare out of the window, wondering about my
future."
Nguyen, a biochemistry major,
came to the United States from
Vietnam with his family in 1991.
During his first few years in
the United States, Nguyen faced
cultural and social struggles. He
said he felt as if he did not fit
into society and had a hard time
meeting friends.
Nguyen also said he was
abused by his family and kicked
out of the house at age 16.
After living in a group home
and with an adoptive family,
Nguyen was accepted to San
Jose State University and moved
into one of the residence halls.
Financial aid and academic
scholarships helped him pay
tuition fees.
But Nguyen’s struggles were
far from over.
"I didn’t have any friends," he
said. "I felt like trash like I
was nothing."
When dorm residents went
home for the winter break, during his first year at SJSU,

Every day I would sit there and stare
out of the window, wondering about my
future.
Phu Nguyen,
Foster Youth Program panelist

f
Nguyen had nowhere to go and
was not allowed to stay in the
residence halls.
"I lived in my car for three
weeks," he said.
In spite of Nguyen’s difficulties, he did not give up.
Nguyen and a panel of five
other foster youth students
talked about their experiences
last week in front of an audience
of SJSU students, faculty members and social workers.
The Foster Youth Program
Forum was held in the Student
Union and organized by Alfred
Perez, a social work major and a
former foster youth, who wanted
to bring attention to issues confronting foster youth in college.
According to a report by June
M. Cooper, California State
University’s senior vice chancellor, foster children are individuals who have been removed from
their families because. of abuse
and neglect. The state assumes
the parental responsibility for
these children until they reach

the age of 18.
Many foster youth are not
prepared to support themselves
by the time they are emancipated, said the report.
According to Stacey MorganFoster, associate vice president
of Student Affairs, there are
90,000 children in foster care in
California.
Students on Wednesday’s
panel discussed problems and
proposed how the university
could better accommodate their
needs.
Panelist Jennifer McFarland,
a social work major who spent
three years in foster care, suggested special counseling for foster youth as well as some form of
student organization for those
who have been in foster care.
Perez proposed an emergency
meal plan, in case students run
out of food. He also said foster
youth students who live in the
dorms ought to be able to stay
over the breaks.
Penny Sandhu, a student and

a former foster youth who
attended the forum, said she
could relate to the problems discussed by the panel.
"It (the forum) was excellent,"
she said. "It brought up a lot of
points people are not aware of."
Sandhu said she found the
most difficult aspect of being a
foster child was that nobody
cared about her.
"Nobody was involved with
me," she said. "I did everything
on my own."
According to Sandhu and several of the panelists, many people have a negative view of foster youth, which is why they
may have a hard time meeting
friends.
"The only people I have are
people I see in class," Sandhu
said. "I don’t really have any
friends."
Nguyen said he did not have
any friends until he got
acquainted with some other foster youth students at SJSU.
,
"People think foster kids are
bad," he said.
Nguyen, who now is the prettident of the Vietnamese Student
Association, is more positivi
about his future than he was
when he first came to SJSU.
He plans to graduate in two
years and wants to move back to
Vietnam to work as an English
teacher.
"One of my wishes came true
today," Nguyen said after the
forum. "I have become somebody.
Now I have respect from people."

Lab: New system curbs wasteful habits
Continued from page 1
cards in the event of not having
a Spartan card.
Junior Louise Kingston was
one of the students caught off
guard by the new system.
"I had no money on me and a
paper due. To say I was mad is
putting it mildly," she said.
Rhonda Rudd, manager of
the computer lab, responded to
disgruntled students.
"This computer lab is the only
place on campus that doesn’t
charge for printouts. The
amount of paper wasted
amounted to abuse of the system.
Some students printed out 60
to 100 pieces to get one good
copy. The paper and toner costs
were skyrocketing. We had no
alternative but to implement

TRILIT DEPRFSSION

this plan," Rudd said.
Jeffrey Midas, business major,
admitted he was guilty of paper
gluttony at the lab.
"When it’s free, it’s easy to be
a perfectionist. Before you know
it, mounds of paper are floating
around you," Midas said.
. Dr. Mitchell Morris, vice president of Instruction
and
Research Services, said the new
policy has been in the works for
several months. Rudd added
during that time, warnings
about the demise of free printouts had been posted and delivered verbally.
Stacy Richards, a sophomore,
said she vaguely remembered
being cautioned that the days of
free printouts were dwindling.
"I don’t see why this couldn’t
have waited till next fall to start
changing something we all have

ntlied on,- Richards said.
According to Brian Mitchler,
systems manager for dining service’s, a contract was arranged
with private contractor Ikon to
supply the lab with paper and
toner.
But it wasn’t until the first
day of the fee arrangement the
computer lab realized a cash -tocard machine would be needed
that would allow students to use
their ID cards to add money to
their accounts.
"Within 24 hours we had Ikon
deliver a machine that allows
those who don’t have a Spartan
card to add is little as s dollar to
pay for the printouts they need,"
Rudd explained. "That’s what
most of the protests win’ about
"Anytime you implement a
new system you learn as you gu:"
she said. "We’re trying to provide

When it’s free, it’s
easy to be a perfectionist. Before
you know it,
mounds of paper
are floating around
you.
Jeffrey
Midas,
business major

99
as smooth a transition as possible.-
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VTA: Legislation expected to ease commute Abrams: Deputy DA
Continued from page 1
mg outside of the
comity As :I result, corridors like
I ssu are becoming more and
lit 0’ congested
There is currently federal leg
I-dation pending. II It 2.i0o.
which %%mild provid,
alithorit for federal Iiigluva\
and transit program-- for th,
next six \ ear-.
The legislation would desig
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engineering ;1,11001 of the Santa
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Christine Monsen
executive director of the
AC Transit

IIIasures A

that

County Supervisor :end Santa
Clara Valley Transportation
Authority board member, said in
the release that the agency’s
commitment. coupled with the.
possible. passing tel a sale’s tax in
Alameda County, will help in
securing federal and state. funds
kir the privet.
Ti make the ccinnection complete, the A(’ Transit is hoping
voters in Alameda County
approve a one-halt’-percent sales
tax on the June. 2 ballot. If
approved. the :tilt .ncy would collect about $165 million toward
extending BART to Warm
Springs. in south Fremont.

illated a certain amount of the
toii,k, go to public transportation
pr pots and was approved with
78 percent.
A trial court already upheld
the validity of the tax in 1997.
but those. who filed the opposition also filed an appeal, Evans
said.
Once the connection process
begins, a short-term rail would
be. implemented. Two trams
would leave. for Alameda County
in the. morning and return to
Santa Clara Valley in the.
evening as a commuter alternative, Evans said.
Jim Beall, Santa Clara
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BART will need to secure about $90 million from other fund sources, but they
have until 2007 to get full funding in
place.

ari..1. said
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In 1996,

"BART will need to secure
about $90 million from other
fund sources," said Monsen, "but
they have. until 2011; to get full
funding in place....
:Monsen added that if vectors
pass the expendit e plan, funds
would not be available until
gi.nerate an
2002, and with
estinuited 8185 million for the.
project.
The rail cminection would run
in proximity with Interstate 880.
"If it does not get endorsed, we
would have to look at the whole
expenditure plan: Monsen said.
"We’re hoping that it is endorsed
by voters."
Some preliminary work on the
extension has already been done.
BART has completed an environmental document for the Warm
Springs extension, and Santa
Clara County has a planning
study under way, according to
the release.
"BART has had plans to
expand down to Warm Springs
for years," Monsen said. -There’s
a lot of support behind that
extension. And a logical connection would be to extend the light
rail system up to it to make the
transfer as seamless as possible.-
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transporha ion
Included in that %vas :chow Si()
million for the light rail extension. said hlvans
I I. ccever, cl’ -un II i.!wing
challenged in calirt opponents
of the 1111.1,111’1.- are questioning
\vItoller the tax is ;1 general tax
or a sales tax
According to I.:vans, a general
tax required two-thirds voter
approval Measure It, the. halfcent sales tax. received 52 percent 111 tic.’ v.ctc NI,..IStire A stiptie ii a ftir piuhi c

says,’He will re -offend’
Continued from page 1
him to tell the boy he had won
tickets to a sports event,
according to Deputy District
Attorney Cameron Bowman.
On those charges Abrams
was released on $10,000 bail
and was awaiting trial on misdemeanor child annoyance and
felony false imprisonment in a
case involving a 14-year-old
San Jose boy.
According to Pennypacker,
Abrams is on anti-depressants
but was not taking his medication when the alleged incidents
occurred.
Bowman said Abrams is
becoming more dangerous to
the community with escalating
patterns of behavior.
"In the past he (Abrams) has
used different types of scams to
try to get in contact with the
type of male that he likes,"
Bowman said. "In the most
recent case he pretended to be
a police officer and tried to use

that authority to try tel force
kids into his car."
Bowman said that he thinks
Abrams prefers good-looking,
young, athletic types. "He will
use all types of different scams
to try to get near young boys
and try to trick them or force
them into becoming naked in
front of him," Bowman said.
Bowman said there is no
doubt in his mind that Abrams
will repeat his offense if
allowed the oppurtunity.
"It’s not even a question of if
he’s going to re-offend, he will
re-offend," Bowman said. "The
whole last two years have been
spent by him re-offending in
new and more aggressive
ways."
Bowman said he. plans to file
a motion to revoke bail in the
December case. to keep Abrams
in custody and to have the
$10,000 bail increased to
$500,000.
The next hearing is scheduled for Tuesday.

Opportunity is knockingens
Spartan Daily Employment Section
Management Open Houseew
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We’ve got Great Jobs for You!
Full time Part time

Mon, May 4th, nam-3Pm
Tues, May 5th, 4Pm-7Pm
3119 Mission College Blvd.
in SANTA CLARA
taiy tot at Great

Phone:
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Temporary & Regular positions
available throughout the entire Bay Area
The following positions
are now available:
Employment Opportunities in
Tax Auditing and ’Tax
Compliance

Administrative Assistants
Receptionists
Customer Service Reps
Data Entry Operators
General Office Clerks
Tellers

Western
STAN SERVICES

Call Today!

r, and paid bona,
,nOr benefit.,

Call 1-800 BE A -TEMP or visit our website at www.weststaffcom
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Sunnyvale
1214 Apollo Way
Suite 404-1
Sunnyvale, CA 94068
(408) 245-4850

Campbell
1875 S. Bascom Ave.
Suite 2550
Campbell, CA 95008

(408)371-7171
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We relebrate
the rontributans
OF our diverse workfare
Empowerment Resperr
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Now Hiring!
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PART TIME POSITIONS
San Jose’s Regional Parks & Attractions are hiring at

Happy Hollow Park and Zoo
Almaden Lake Park
Lake Cunningham Park
Alum Rock Park

Family Camp
Prusch Farm Park
Kelley Park
t-:e"v"’

Positions:

’Cashier
’Open Water Lifeguard
Food Service

Ride Operator
*Camp Counselors
’Facility Maintenance

Mint
1

MER(4%
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What we oiler.
Dynamic growth opportunities
Free movies and other privileges
Exciting work atmosphere
Flexible work hours
(Perfect for students)

What we require
Friendly / outgoing personality
Enthusiasm for hard work
Professional appearance
Available on evenings,
weekends 8 holidays

The following positions are available.
Usher, Concessionist, Box Office Cashier, Film Handler,
Maintenance, Cash Handler, Housekeeping
Pick up an application today!
Job Hotline: (408) 919-0282
CIMC Mercado 20

Wages starting at

$ 7.00 per hour
For art application or additional ink irritation tall
Monday Friday at (4081 ’195 0381tit- /fit At (11)1/1) ;.,/ 1 -120,

3111 Mission College Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95054

Are you interested in a challenging
position with the California State
Board of Equalization as a lax
Auditor or a lithiness lax Compliance
Representative?
the Board of Equalization is
recruiting for qualified individuals for
employment as:
Tax Auditors to conduct and/or
review moderately difficult audits of
businesses subject to the Business ’Fax
laws administered by the Board tel
Equalization or
Business Tax Compliance
Representatives to perform tax
compliance, collections, licensing
and enforce Business Tax Laws
administered by the Board of
Equalization.
Monthly Salary
Tax Auditor: $2423 - S3602
Business Tax Compliance
Representative: $2423 - S3602
Vacancies exist in various locations in
Califernia. Excellent benefits package
includes: sick leave, vacation,
retirement, health, dental and vision.
For more intimation, contact
Norberto Amoranto at the Board of
Equalization at (408)277-8252
Job line; (916) 322-9703
Exam Line: (916) 323-5180
or visit us on-line at
www.hoc.ca.gov

Mc California State Board of
Equalization is an equal opportunity
employer

CLASSIFIED
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The SPARTAN DAILY
CAMPUS INSURANCE is seeking
maws no clam for products or a part-time clerical person, effecservices advertised below nor Is tive immediately. The duties will
there any guarantes Implied. The include filing and working with the
ciaselfled columns of the Spartan mail. A good command of the
Dally consist of paid advertising English language, both written
and offerings ire not approved or and oral is required. The hours
verified by the newspaper.
are 8:00am to 12:00pm. Monday
thru Friday. Salary is $6.75 per
hour. Please call Bud to set up an
interview. 408.296-5270.
EMPLOYMENT
8th GRACE MATH TUTOR PIFFLED.
2 Evenings per week/ 1 hour
each eveniog. Must live In or be
willing to Havel to Souty County
area (Morgan Hill - Gilroy). $15 hr,
References required. Call Leah
at (408) 924-5160 days or (408)
848.6749 eves.
SHIPPING/RECEIVING - FT
Summer job then flex hours dunng
school. Contact Usa 275-1784.
GRAPHICS OPERATOR
TAP Plastics seeks a self motivated
person to make signs for customers in our San Jose store.
This position (24-30 hours/week)
will use a computer to make vinyl
signs. Prior experience is a plus.
Training provided. Benefits. Apply
in person at: TAP Plastics. 1212
The Alameda, San Jose.
ATTN: BUS MAJORS Adm. Asst.
wanted for fast-paced firm. Skill in
Microsoft Word and Excel a must.
Min 25 hours per wk. No weekends.
408/453.1600 ext 449.
APPT. SETTERS NEEDED!! Work
in an energetic office, P/T eves.
Si some Sat, shifts available.
NO SELLING!! $7/hr + bonuses.
Call 408/241-0352.
MARKETING COORDINATOR
National company expending in
Bay Area seeks five professional
and creative individuals for rep/
manager positions. $2-4K/mo
potential. Training and travel
opportunities. 408/255.3094.
retail sales
& assistant
managers
Work with the best human beans
and the best coffee beans. Our
South Bay stores are currently
interviewing for retail sales &
assistant manager positions.
Competitive salary, on/off site
training, medical, dental, domestic partner coverage, 401(k).
vacation & ark time, discounts. &
advancement opportunities. Apply
798-1 Blossom Hill Road in Los
Gatos, 2035 Camden Ave. in San
Jose. 1330 El Paseo in San Jose,
1140 Lincoln Avenue in San Jose;
or send your resume & cover letter
to M. McGraw, Peel’s Coffee &
Tea. P.O. Box 12509, Berkeley,
CA 94712-3509. We encourage
applications from people of all
ages. races & ethnic backgrounds.
PEET’S
COFFEE & TEA
hotline: 888-peets15
e-mail: jobs@peets.com
GET PAID & GET A WORKOUT!
Roofing Co hiring for FIT summer
work. Blocks from SJSU. No
expenence necessary. Need hard
workers. Call for info: 971-7500.
WORX WITH HIGH FUNCTIONING
YOUNG CHILD WITH AUTISM We
in looking for tutors to work in our
home in conjunction with Behavioral
Intervention Associates. This is a
home based progressive treatment
program in Los Gatos. Experience/
background in psychology, special
cducation. OT, or speech therapy
preferred. Immediate openings.
Wages based on experience.
i lease call Shan @408/3565151.
MANAGEMENT & PROFESSIONAL
ONE STEP BEYOND
RPS, Inc., one of the nation’s
fastest growing small package
carriers, seeks a natural leader to
work in its San Jose Terminal. Get
your foot in the door with a great
company and still work the parttime hours you’re looking for!
P/T COORDINATOR
Our coordinators don’t spend
their time trapped behind a desk
or stuck in a rut. We offer
challenge and great advancement
opportunities. Dispatching, handling dock operations, supervising
dock employees, and interlacing
with sales force, upper level
management and drivers. These
are just a few of the hands on
expehences you’ll get with us.
We reward you with a good
entry level salary and excellent
benefits. For immediate consideration. send/fax resume to, or
apply in person at:
RPS, Inc.,
897 Wrigley Way
Milpitas, CA 95035
FAX: (408) 263-8867
EOE
Or call our Regional Recruiter
immediately for more information:
408/2619747.
PERSONAL ASSISTANT to help
with phone calls & run errands.
Fluent in Mandarin & English.
$8.00/hr. Pager: 941-3599.
YMCA OF Santa Clare Valley now
hiring for summer camp staff & bus
dMers. We offer Day Camps, Travel
Camps. Speciality Camps. Sports
Camps & much moe!!! Call the
YMCA near you for mole informabon.
Central (San Jose) 408-2984717.
Nottluest (Cupertino) 40B-257-7160.
%guest (Saratoga) 4083701877,
South Valley iSo. S.114C182269622.
ATTW/TIONI Eats $$$
In a research study on SIDS
PLEASE CALL 1-800540 7015
Completely Confidential
SAVE ENVIRONMENT’ EARN 81$
City 1120 conservation proram
needs U for pudic outreach. Earn
up to $280/day FT or PT. Work
outdoors, car or bike reci’d. Call
227-5557 for appt.
NOW HIRING PAINTERS $6.50
S10.00/flour. Marketer up to
S15/hr. Call now! 4089393369.

VALET PARKING Local company
looking for people. Flexible
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
$15 per hour. 867-7275.
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Parks. forests. Wildlife Preserves.
Concessionaires, Firefighters. &
more. Competitive wages + benefits. Ask us how! 517-324-3110
ext. N60412

SPEW FRENCH Work In Provence
Help a family and their 12 year old
for 3-4 weeks in July, cooking,
cleaning, errands. Must be at
BUILD RESUME S HAVE FUNII least 21, have drivers license,
Local Co. seeks biz & sports swim & speak French confidently.
minded people., Flex hrs during Call 1415-771-2537.
school with F/T summer oppty.
Earn prof. wages! SCHOLARSHIPS DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
AVAILABLE! Sound OK? Call now! one on one in company car. Good
408/241-6803 from lOarrapm. driving & teaching skill. HS Grad.
Clean DMV, No Criminal Record.
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at No exper. nec. Training provided.
remodeled Chevron Station. Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
2 locations, F/T, P/T, flexible 999W. San Cantos St. 971-7557.
hours. Also part-time maintenance www.deluxedriving.com
person. Call 295-3964. Ask for
Ofelia.
YOU GET US CUSTOMERS, we’ll
give you SS. Young telecommunications co. seeking self-starters
BICYCLE MESSENGER
P/T. Call 1-8884852158.
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Great for Students!
WANTED: BAR STAFF OBIG UL’S
Serving Downtown Sanlose. P/T, Flexible Fri & Sat. 5-11pm.
Inner City Express.
Fun atmosphere! Looking for
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. people with positive attitudes!
Call 408495-7489
*IMMEDIATE OPENINGS.
MINATO JAPANESE RESTAURANT
Receptionist. Office Clerk
now accepting applications for
Sales, Customer Support
servers. Fun Job! Please apply at
Technician. Testing Optr.
617 N. 6th St. 998-9711.
Warehouse Clerk
Cal 408/942-8888
EARN EXTRA CASH S
or fax to 408/9428280
up to $600/month!
Electronix Staffing Services. EOE
Become a Sperm Donor.
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Healthy males, 19-40 years old.
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
tum left at Clear Lake Ave.
Contact California Cryobank
SWIM TEACHERS -WE pafferted 1-650.324-1900. M-F, 8-4:30.
SWIM OFFICE MANAGER - Swim.
computer, sales experience. FRENCH & SPANISH Students;
Spring/Summer, Full/Part-Time FIRST AID/CPR CERT. STUDENTS
AM/PM positions available. Language Camp seeks staff.
Apply at AVAC -5400 Camden As. Napa Cnty Office of Education.
S.I. or contact 408/267-4032. 707-2533503.briand@napanetnet
Now Interviewing!!!! Call Today!!!
TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT Small World Schools has PartWill Train. Must have clean DMV. Time and Full -Time, a.m, and
Flexible hours. Call 363-4182. p.m., permanent and summer
Immediate Openings Start Today! positions available. Units in CD,
ECE, Psych, Soc. or Rec required.
VALET PARKING / CONCERT If you are interested in working
STAFF- P/T and F/T positions with a high quality child care
available. Flexible hours, Thurs - company call 408-379-3200x 21
Sundays in Los Gatos 8, Saratoga
areas. Must be Neat, Professional. AIR FORCE ENGINEERING
COMPUTER SCIENCE
& dependable. Customer service
experience preferred. Earn up to
PHYSICS
*ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
111.2.00/Hr. (hourly + tips) Call
1800825.3871. M-F.
*METEOROLOGY
*ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES.
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS The Air Force is seeking qualified
available. Easy hours. Good technical specialists to assume
money. Ask for Mike. 261-1323.
immediate responsibilities. As an
Air Force professional you can
CLERICAL PERSON - PART TIME enjoy great pay and benefits - with
Microsoft, Excel & general office 30 days of vacation with pay per
work, etc. For more info call Kevin year and opportunities to advance.
If your’re the technical best. talk
Crowley 408-267-1665.
to the Air Force at 800-423 -USAF.
WAITRESS WANTED Lanch Shift
Part-time. Knowledge of Japanese CITIUNK PAGING 8 CELLULAR
foods preferred. Good tips. 565 Seek full/pail-time Sales Person,
North 6th St. SJ. 408/2899508.
Data Entry, Customer Service.
and Electronic Technicians
Call 4064537243 or
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T Elementary Schools.
Fax resume to 408-441-9988.
Degree or Credential NOT Raluited.
Opportunity for Teachrg Expenence. AVANTSOFT, INC.
Need Car.
San Jose/Sunnyvale openings:
Voce Mal: 14081287 4170 et 408 *COMPUTER ASST/TECH WRITER
Expertise required: Using Windows
EOE/ME
95. Microsoft Word. Web browsing.
Typing -communication skills.
TEACHERS Fun, Exciting Developmental? Desirable skills: Windows 95
hardware, software installation.
We need you on our team.
PT or Sub. Benefits. 247-4510.
*JAVA PROGRAMMER Expertise
required: 2+ yrs experience in
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES Java. Desirable skills: C++, Java
Thinking about a career working IDEs. CORM. Databases.
Both
with elementary age children? The positions: Exciting work. 1020 Ms
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is weekly, flex hours, some work cal Le
now hiring for school -age child dine on ems/tato/tic Resume: Emal:
cats centers in San Jose, Cupertino, lobs@avantsoftscan (text format),
Santa Clara. Los Gatos & Milpitas. Fax: 408445-8282. 3625 Ccpper
Full 8, panbme positions available, field Dr. #216. San Jose, CA 95136.
hours flexible around school. Fun
staff teams, great experience ACCOUNTING STUDENTS:
in working with elementary age APPLY WHAT YOU ARE LEARNING!!
children, career advancement and Cupertino software Co. is hiring
good training opportunities. a Jr. or Sr. for a paid internship.
Teachers require minimum 6 units Work on accounts receivable.
in ECE, Recreation. Psychology. accounts payable, payroll, month
&motor& and/a Physical Education. end closing. etc. 20 to 30 hours
Please call Beth Profio at 408- a week starting in May. Must be
291-8894 for more information willing to work for at least one
and locations.
year. Call 408.3434210.
PIANO MAJOR TO TEACH
6 year old beginner. $20/hr.
Pager: 941-3599,

SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
We pay 0/T after 8 hours!
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Cal 4012885880 orambrii person
lam to 7pm 7 days a week
555 D Meridian Ave. SJ.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school
seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the GROCERY
afternoon. No ECE units are SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS is
required. Previous expenence with accepting applications for partchildren preferred. Please contact time employment in the San Jose
& Mititas area. .We hske immediate
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
openings for meat clerks, courtesy
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS clerks (baggers) and bakery/deli
Elem. school -age rec. program. clerks. Experience in a retail
P/T from 2-6pm, M -F during the environment is a plus. We are
school year. Some P/T morning seeking fnendly. customer service
positions available from approx. oriented individuals. *Please see
7arullatt F/Tdunng summer day store director at 3251 So. White
camp prog. XInt salary. no ECE Road, San Jose or at 215W.
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec Calaveras. Milpitas. *Save Mart
Dept. Call Janet a 354-8700 x223. Supermarkets is an equal oppor(Not available school year? Call for tunity employer. Are cla preemploysummer employ lifeguards, camp ment dnig testing.
leaders, pert & cultural arts carnal
SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
Graves, Swings and Weekends
Low key job sites
Will tram
Abcom Private Security
408-247-4827

TEACHERS high quality, licensed
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12
year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
Days. Eve. Weekends
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
Benefits available
Call Corp Office 260.7929.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
Education Award through Amen corps at the San Jose Conservation Corps. Seeking self-motivated
individuals to work with at nsk"
youth for yearlong positions. High
School diploma required & ability
to get class B license. $6.25
hourly plus benefits. Fat/Part-time.
Call Joe 408/2837164. EOE.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
TERM PAPER? THESIS?
RESEARCH MATERIALS NEEDED?
,,wwv.csmonitorcom
Pulitzer Pnze Winning
Chnstian Science Monitor
Including News Archives Online
Pre-recorded into: 408.867-8255

EVENTS

’I

SERVICES

LOST & FOUND

SPORTS/THRILLS

QUICKRESUME SERVICE
You need as exceptional resume
to set yourself apart from other
students because exceptional
resumes get noticed by recruiters.
Differentiation is the key. We. at
QUICKRESUME tailor make your
professional resume according to
your background. education, work
experience. & your fed of expertise.
A good resume will put your career
on the nght track. Rate = $19.95,
you get a resume as a Microsoft
WORD document on a disk & five
printed copies of your resume on
quality paper. Fax service available.
Please call (408) 385-3544,
Evenings: 4pm-lOpm.

LOST: BLACK PLANNER with
ID & Paycheck. If found PLEASE
tum in at Clark Library.

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration expenenced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefalt. Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-834-7575.

CAMPUS CLUBS
0.T. PROGRAM APPLICANTS
Advising for interested SJSU students 4/30. 1:30pm, COB 222.
924-3070.

GREEK MESSAGES

JEWISH FRATERNITY Something
new. cool and exciting! Alpha
Epsilon Pi offers: Events. Xcellent
times, Brotherhood lit Good People.
WRMNG HELP (510)601-9554. Brad 295-3621. Call Now to Join!
Highest a,,a!,iy writing.editing,
We’re a BRIS above the rest.
ghostwnting. Essays, application
reports,
statements,
etc.
INSTRUCTION
Please call Dike Bdick,MA at
(510)801-9554 Or
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
email bolickebest.com
accepting students who wish to
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
PARKING 4 RENT
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
78 N. 5th St.
$40/mo.
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock,
Call for details: 2947254 x 317 Fusion. Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408 298 6124.

ROSS WORD

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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DOWN
I Fastens ra
d essi

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCV RATES UAL’.

408-924-3277
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Please check

Nan,*

Four
Days
$11
$12
S13
$14

After the filth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 Imes: $70
15-19 lines, $110

Five PA-1,oss
Days
$13 C. :y5 Sur.
$14
PPIKIP
$15
$16
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
SanJcee State University
SanJoee, CA 95192-0149

one classification:
is ,o.

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
IN Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid III No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
OUEST1ONS? CALL (408)924-3277

RENTAL HOUSING

Daily
ACROSS
1 District
5 Mare or stallion
10 Barge
14 Strong metal
15 Dialect
16 Desire
17 Twinge
18 Roof structure
19 Cleopatra’s river
20 Lazybones
22 Less colorful
24 Tennis shots
26 Bronte s
governess
27 Bed covering
31 Relieves
’15
to Billie Joe 36 Fly high
i’’ Tiny
18 Took the bus
40 Twist
43 Kill
44 Smiles
46 College gal
48 Had a snack
49 Musician Hayes
50 Saloon keeper
52 Wise Men
54 Lion s ruff
55 Wing part
58 Song words
62 Follow closely
63 Stallone role
66 Short-tailed
rodent
67 Curved molding
68 Response to a
pun
69 Jug
70 Body of water
71 Glancing at
72 Out of danger

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
$9
3 lines
$5
$7
4 lines
$6
$e
$10
$7
$9
$11
5 lines
6 lines
$10
$12
$8
$1 for each additional line.

TUTORING
EfIGUSI4 TUTOR
Speaking, Writing & Editing
Expenenced with the needs
of Foreign Students,
Credentialed Teacher & M.A.
Call Jessica 140819788034.

780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrin/2 bath. Very clean.
Secunty type bldg. Laundry. cable.
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
COMPUTERS ETC.
30 Years Teaching Experience ample parking. Walk or ride bike to
school. Responsive management.
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
Russian Trained Concert Pianists We take advance deposits to hold
We buy, sell & trade computers,
an apartment. 8995-$1045/mo.
Professors of Piano
486. Pentium. Mac. & Notebooks.
Call 288-9157.
Refurb’d equipment is warranted. National Teachers Guild Assn.
5263 Prospect Rd. SJ. betw Hwy National Suzuki Assn.
2 BORK APARTMENT- $950/MO.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
85 & 280 near Lawrence Expy.
Security type building
Starting $20/hr.
408-873-8070
Call 408-241-6662
Secure Parking
Close In
in Santa Clara for your
STUDENT SPECIALS!!
Modem Building
FREE FIRST LESSON -INTERVIEW
Compaq (Lsed)486SL25. 12 Ran,
Laundry Room
540 HD. Mouse, modem,
Village Apartments
free email. Mono. Win 95,
MS Office 95 Std.. $275.
HEALTH at BEAUTY 576 South Fifth Street
(4081295-6893.
Acer (New) 200MHZ MMX.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
16MG/ 1Gig HD. KB. Mouse,
Unwanted hair removed forever,
CD-Rom, Sound Card. Win 95,
Specialist. Confidential.
MS Office 95 Std., 56K Modem
Your own probe or disposable.
14" Monitor w/speakers $599.
335S Baywood Ave. San Jose.
Irma* Group, Inc.
Certain advertisements In
24?-7486
1725 little Orchard Suite C
these columns may refer the
San Jose, 408/2718600.
reader to specific telephone
MEN & WOMEN
for
numbers or addr
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
additional Information.
AUTO SERVICES
Stop shaving. waxing, tweezing
Classified readers should be
or using chemicals. Let us
reminded that, when making
permanently remove your
WADES DYNAMIC
these further contacts, they
AUTO BODY REPAIR
unwanted hair. Back Chest Lip
should require complete
Bikini Chin Tummy etc
"Where quality is a must"
Information before sending
.Specializing in minor and
Students & faculty receive 15*
money for goods or servkes.
discount. First appt 1/2 pnce if
mid-size damage *Free detailing
In addition, readers should
made before 5,30 98. Hair Today
Free pick up *Free delivery
carefully investigate all firms
Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
Free estimates Insurance Work
offering employment listings
.81 makes & models
Campbell Ave. #17. Campbeii
orcoupons for discount
We accept: Visa, Master Card.
(408) 379-3500.
vacations or merchandise
Discover & Amencan Express
Phn: 408/287 8337
440 N. First St. #120 San Jose

DtPLORING TOLE FAITH IN GOD?
Have questions?
Cunous?
Need a study break?
*Make Mends, have fun!
*DINNER & DISCUSSION
Every Wednesday. 5:30.7:00pm
Student Union, Pacheco Room
$1500 weekly potential mailing (Except 3/11. 4/8 Montalvo Rm)
" Everyone Welcome!
our circulars. Free information.
Episcopal Canterbury Community
Call 410.783-8272.
408-293-2401. ABLange@aol.com
ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic http://menters.aicom/EpiCommal
product line. Knowledge of small
handtools & light machining a MISSING SOMETHING?
plus. Other duties include light Need a santual boost?
office work, shipping & receiving. Need a break? Try Out:
Team player mentality a must. The Enlightenment Support Group
Campbell. CA. Fax resume to: Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
@The Book Cafe Center
408/370-5743.
3483-95 S. Bascom
(408)978-8034
STUDENT 8r/or PRO THERAPISTS
for Autistic girl. 812f/hour, more Gnostic:Ai faiths & interdenannational
for experience. Paid training. Part, Others sac. its always new and vital."
time afternoons & weekends. "It supports me in my life..."
"I get in contact with the real me."
Please call 408/946-8211.
expenence wholeness."
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Suggested Donation:
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. The pnce you pay for a movie.
Students needed in the immediate
area. Full-time/part-time openings.
INSURANCE
Call today 1-650-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Only $57.00 per year
WORK FROM HOME
Growing international Company
Save 30% - 60%
on your dental needs.
WORD PROCESSING
Looking for motivated individuals
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
$800-$5.000/per mo. PT/FT
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
Request FREE Detail
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE?"
AUTO INSURANCE
Log onto: www.hbn.com
Campus Insurance Service
Term papers, thesis, resumes.
Access Code 5315
Special Student Programs
group projects.etc. I have a
Serving SJSU for 20 years
typewriter to complete your
CRUISE SHIP & LANDTOUR JOBS
applications formed/law school. etc.
’Great Rates for Good Dnvers"
Excellent benefits. World Travel.
Will transcribe your taped
Ask us howl 517 324 3090 ext ’Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
interviews or research notes.
C60412
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
"Good Student" ’Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296.5270
Call ANNA at 972-4992,
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
FREE QUOTE
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
NO HASSLE
*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED*
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
NO OBLIGATION
Graduate Studies. Thesis, Term
Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
Rear. Al Formats, Specializing
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
Grammar/
in APA.
STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
Promotions 494-0200.
Auto Insurance
Punctuation/ Editing. 24. y(s Exp.
RATES
WP
5.1/FP
Laser.
PAM’S
LOW
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
SR-22’s on the Same Day
PROFESSIONAL NORD PRCCESSING.
Women ages 21 29. healthy.
247 2681. 8am8pm
responsible, all nationalities.
Hiring Now Bilingual
Give the gift of Wei
lEnglish/Spanish)
CALL UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid
WORD PROCESSING
Bonus for Chnese & Apanese cioryys
PM: 408247 3734
PLEASE CALL WWFC
ThesesTerrn PapersResurnes
FAX: 408.247-5417
800-314-9996
*Grafi Projects
All formats, including SPA 4th Ed
Laser Printer Experienced
AUrSICA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down / Monthly Payments
Fishing industry. Excellent student
Dependable. Quick Return
No Driver Refused
earnings & benefits potential (up
Almaden Branham an,i
,408. 264 4504
Cancelled or Rejected
to $2.850./mo + Room/Board)
Dui Sustended license
Ask us how! 517-324-3117 ext.
*Accidents *Tickets
A60412.
Immediate SR Filings
FUNDRAISING
Good Driver Discount
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
NorpOwner Operator
RAISE $500 IN ONE WEEK.
PLUS seeking F/T & P/T Teaches
Fundra,ng oop 1,1,11,n+,
and Aides. Substitute positions Sarn - 8pm, Monday - Saturday
Free Phone Quotes
,nailahle No hn,iri-i.ii dolgat,on
are also available that offer flex’
Great tor lutis
bin hours. ECE units preferred but
Call Us Now
iP more Informanori ,.all
not required. Please contact
1408) 241-5400
.ri.,18 51 A Pius ext 51
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

TRAVEL
EUROPE- SUMMER ’98
$249 (each way plus taxes)
Mexico/Canbb. $209-$249 RhT
HAWAII $119 o/w
CALL 800.834-9192
http://v&vw.airhitch.olg

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc"
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Meant-01mA’
SportsThnlls’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoring’
Woo Procesang
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in 0BH209. between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required
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"Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days. as a service to the campus community.
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the crew together?

Getting

Use 3 -Way Calling

from

gathering or an all-out campus block party, just
them

to

answer

click

and

back.

Instant

Pacific

Bell.

click, dial

3 -Way

call.

Plus.

Whether you

want a

quiet little

the additional

number,

wait

your

friends

can

do

it

too,

for
so

the number of people you can get on one call is limitless! Give it a tn. It’s fun. It’s easy. And it’s already
on

your

line.

Plus,

listen

to

KMEL

106.1

FM

for

our

on -air

promotions

and

chances

to

win.

WAY CAl L ING NI IT YOU LL LIKE IT
See what else you can got

out

of

www.pacbell.com/college

Call 1-888-884-5848!

PACIFICOBELL

